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Stop smart motorways

SIR – I can only assume that those responsible for the construction and continued defence of smart motorways do not drive.

These changes have transformed motorways into deathtraps. Their hard shoulders need to be reinstated now.

Vincent HearneVincent Hearne
Chinon, Indre-et-Loire, France

 

SIR – “Smart motorways are safe, say experts.”

Experts are idiots, say motorists.

CliF MillsCliF Mills
Ketton, Rutland

 

Too many dioceses

SIR – The Church of England archbishops’  admission  that they “got it wrong” by neglecting rural parishes and their pledge to get it right

by providing more funding are of course welcome.

However, they must also follow up on their commitment to consider what I think is fundamentally wrong with the parish system: there

are too many dioceses. It is impossible to justify the present 42 when, 200 years ago, in the Church’s heyday, there were 26.

The new proposal should help to preserve rural churches now in danger of collapse – thanks to the <nancial burden imposed on them by

all those dioceses – while the reduction in the diocesan count is being carried out.

Donald R ClarkeDonald R Clarke
Tunbridge Wells, Kent

 

SIR – Peterborough  pens a wonderfully accurate picture of Robert Willis, Dean of Canterbury, who is loved and respected by so many of

us.

By “us” I mean the cathedral community in its widest sense: worshippers, visitors, guides, other volunteers and residents of Canterbury.

Dean Willis has the rare quality of making you feel appreciated and cared for at times when you might think nobody notices you.

How can Church law, the reason given for the Dean’s forced retirement, stand above such qualities?

Ursula E SteigerUrsula E Steiger
Canterbury, Kent

 

Comfy chore

SIR – Some years ago, an elderly friend told me that she was no longer able to iron (Letters, May 14) .

Instead she folded everything carefully, placed it under the cushion of her armchair and sat on it all evening. Job done.

Rosemary EnglishRosemary English
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